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PART FOUR

DINING FACILITY ACCOUNTS, FILES,
HEADCOUNT PROCEDURES, AND PRODUCTION
CHAPTER 14

DINING FACILITY ACCOUNTS AND FILES

GENERAL
Dining facility accounts are maintained under
ARCS. ARCS is used during garrison operations
and during peacetime training where overnight
billeting in the field is not involved. The dining
facility earns a monetary allowance based on
headcount and the BDFA against which food costs
are charged. The ARCS is a line-item ordering,
dollar-accounting system. Under ARCS, the FSS
orders subsistence by item, and he must balance

expenditures against this allowance. The BDFA is
computed monthly by the TISA. The dining facility account is maintained on DA Form 3980-R.
The assigned FSO is responsible for ensuring that
the FSS maintains all documents involving accountability accurately and efficiently. Table 141 (page 14-1) lists the forms used to maintain
accountability for food, headcount, and cash in a
dining facility.
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REVIEW AND RECONCILIATION
OF ACCOUNTS
Dining facility accounts of active Army units are
maintained at each facility and at the control
branch of the TISA. The FA reviews dining facility accounts quarterly, during visits to the facility or when there are problems. Based on his
review, the FA provides advice on how to better
manage the accounts. FSSs reconcile their accounts with the TISO three times a month. If
there are discrepancies, the FA may be asked to
help resolve them. If accounts are out of tolerance, the FA may be called on to recommend
corrective action. He may also be called on for
advice when inventories show that excessive
subsistence was requested by the dining facility. Contractor-operated facilities will use contractor resources and contractual remedies to
resolve accountability issues.
DELEGATING AUTHORITY
DD Form 577 (Notice of Delegation of Authority--Receipt for Supplies) identifies personnel who
are authorized to sign requests and receipt for
supplies. These forms must be kept up to date.
When there is a change of commanders, new forms
must be prepared. Units/contractors must provide
the TISA with a memorandum listing those personnel authorized to request or receive subsistence. The same person will not be authorized to
sign both requests and receipts unless the dining

facility has seven or less personnel assigned. See
AR 30-18 for detailed instructions.
REQUESTING SUBSISTENCE
Figure 14-1 (page 14-4) is a chart showing how
to order food using the ARCS. The quantity of
subsistence desired depends on specific factors.
Instructions and procedures for ordering subsistence are outlined below.
Determine the Requirements for Each Food
Item for 100 Soldiers
Requirements may be based on the Master Menu
or on a locally developed menu. If the Master
Menu is used, it is easy to determine how much of
each food item is needed to feed 100 soldiers. SB
10-260 contains this information for each menu
item. When the Master Menu offers choices among
items, quantities of each choice must be adjusted
to meet the preferences of the diners.
Review previous DA Forms 3034 to determine
which products have been most acceptable. For
example, if you are planning to serve roast beef
and baked ham in the same meal, you will need 40
pounds of beef to prepare 100 servings of roast
beef and 25 pounds of ham to prepare 100 servings
of baked ham. If you estimate 75 percent of the
diners will choose beef and 25 percent will choose
ham, the requirement for 100 soldiers is 30 pounds
14-3
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of beef (75 percent times 40 pounds) and 6.25
pounds of ham (25 percent times 25 pounds).
Figure 14-2 (page 14-5) shows how to determine
the requirement for 100 soldiers when using the
Master Menu.
If local menus are developed use them and TM
10-412 to determine the requirements for 100
soidiers. The menu shows what products will be
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served. TM 10-412 shows what items are needed
to prepare each product and how much of each
item is needed to prepare 100 portions. Compute
the requirement for 100 soldiers by multiplying
the requirement for 100 portions from the recipe
card times the number of portions to prepare.
Figure 14-3 (page 14-5) shows how to determine
the requirement for 100 soldiers when you are
using a local developed menu.
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Estimate the Number of Diners
You can use figures from your headcount
records to estimate the number of diners for
each meal. However, these figures must be adjusted for holiday meals, alerts, field exercises,
weather, time of month, and other special circumstances.
Determine the Quantity of Excess Food
on Hand
Review your stockage of items required for upcoming menus, subtract the amount required to
prepare meals during the current issue period from
the amount on hand. The difference is the amount
of excess. This excess may be used in the development of your menus to reduce the excess, reduce
expenditures, and to help balance your account.
Figure the Quantity of Food
to Order
Subtract the items and amounts which will be used
from excess stock from the amount required. The
result is the minimum that you must order. Order
enough of each item to prepare the number of
meals you expect to serve.
Prepare Your Request
Methods to request food vary from installation to
installation, so consult the FA or TISO for detailed guidance. Figure 14-4 (page 14-7) is an
example of a DA Form 3294-R completed as a
ration request. Figure 14-5 (page 14-8) shows a
DA Form 3161.
Forward Your Request to
the TISA
Requests are submitted per a schedule of ration
issues. This schedule is prepared by the TISO and
shows when to submit your request for each issue
cycle.
RECEIVING SUBSISTENCE
When food is received in the dining facility, it
must be inspected as shown in Chapter 13. Subsis14-6

tence may be received from a TISA or from commercial vendors.
Recording Receipts From
a TISA
Record receipts from the TISA on the issue
documents. The authorized person counts or
weighs the items, verifies the quantity received
in the SUPPLY ACTION column of the issue
document, and signs the issue document. When
signed, the request becomes a receipt. Send
one copy of each receipt back to the TISA.
Recording Receipts from
Commercial Vendors
Since procedures vary from installation to installation, the local TISO will provide guidance.
DOCUMENTING DINING
FACILITY TRANSACTIONS
Use DA Form 3980-R to maintain a record of
dining facility transactions to monitor the status
of the dining facility account. The status is
determined by comparing the facility’s monetary
allowance with the dollar value of subsistence
drawn.
BDFA
Each month the TISA publishes the dollar value of
the BDFA for the following month. The BDFA is
then used to compute meal values. Table 14-2
(page 14-9) lists conversion percentages for each
meal. To compute meal values, multiply the BDFA
by each conversion percentage. The meal values
are posted to DA Form 3980-R as shown in Figure
14-6 (page 14-10). If the conversion results in an
odd penny, apply the penny to the dinner meal
BDFA value.
Receipts
Post the dollar value of subsistence received to
DA Form 3980-R as shown in Figure 14-6 (page
14-10). Ensure that all receipts (expenditures) are
posted, to include DVDs.
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result in column h as shown in Figure 14-6 (page
14-10).
Determine the Cumulative Total Value
of Subsistence Received
Add the numbers in columns i, j, and k. Post the
total to column 1. Add the numbers in column 1 to
the number in column m. Post the total to column
m as shown in Figure 14-6 (page 14-10).
Determine the Monetary Status

Headcount
After each meal, post the cumulative headcount
from the DA Form 3032 and DD Form 1544 to the
daily DA Form 3033. After the supper meal on the
following day, post the headcount to DA Form
3980-R. Then multiply the headcount for each
type of meal by the meal value. Add the results,
and post the total dollar value to DA Form 3980R as shown in Figure 14-6 (page 14-10).

Compare the number in column m to the number
in column h. Then compute monetary status and
post it to DA Form 3980-R as shown in Table 143 (page 14-12).
Convert the Monetary Status
to a Percentage
To convert the monetary status to a percentage,
divide the figure in column n by the figure in
column has shown in Figure 14-6 (page 14-10). If
the result is more than 3 percent at the end of the
month, take action to get the account back into
balance.

BALANCING THE ACCOUNT
The goal should be to keep the dining facility
account balanced. A balanced account is one in
which the amount of subsistence purchased equals
the allowance earned. An overdrawn account can
be balanced by turning in excess subsistence,
reducing requests, and changing menus. If you
have purchased less than you have earned, the
account is underdrawn. When an account is
underdrawn, the menu can be revised to offer a
wider variety or more expensive items more frequently. The account status may be determined as
described in these paragraphs.
Determine the Cumulative Allowance
To determine the cumulative allowance, first look
at the number in column h of DA Form 3980-R. If
it has a plus sign in front of it, add it to the number
in column g. If it has a minus sign in front of it,
subtract it from the number in column g. Post the

ADJUSTING THE ACCOUNT STATUS
You should take actions to adjust a plus or minus
account status. These actions are described below.
Overdrawn Account
If the account is overdrawn at the end of a fiscal
year, the commander MUST initiate a report of
survey to find out whether anyone should be held
liable for the overdrawn amount and to return
the account to a zero balance. The RS is posted to
the DA Form 3980-R as shown in Figure 14-6
(page 14-10). Additional guidance in adjusting
overdrawn accounts is in AR 30-1. In contractoperated facilities, the contracting officer will
initiate action to determine the limits of the
contractor’s liability. The contracting officer is
responsible for investigating losses in a contracted
facility, not the commander. This is according to
FAR 45.503, which takes precedence over an AR.
14-9
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Turn-Ins
Excess food in the dining facility should be
turned in, while food that is not fit for consumption must be disposed of by the FSS as described
in AR 30-18. Figure 14-7 (page 14-13) is an
example of a DA Form 3161 filled out as a request
for turn-in. The supporting supply TISA will complete the DA Form 3161 as shown in Figure 14-8
(page 14-14) and will return a copy for the dining
facility’s records. The completed form will be
used to post the value of the turn-in to the dining
facility DA Form 3980-R. Turn-ins are posted to
the DA Form 3980-R as shown in Figure 14-6
(page 14-10).
Relief From Accountability
and Credit
Relief from accountability and credit for losses
are explained in AR 30-1 and AR 735-5. When an
RS is conducted according to AR 735-5, the person initiating the RS will provide a copy of the RS
(DA Form 4697) to the TISO. In contract-operated
facilities, the contracting officer will provide the
TISO with a copy of the determination detailing
the contractor’s liability. The TISO will post and
credit the dining facility account.
MANAGING DINING
FACILITY INVENTORY
Proper management and inventory control helps
to maintain a balanced dining facility account.
Unnecessarily large inventories waste space, invite theft, and can lead to waste through spoilage.
Generally, excesses should be eliminated by integrating items into the menu or by returning excess
items to the TISA for credit. The schedule of
ration issues, published by the TISO, shows when
food may be turned in. A veterinary food inspection specialist will inspect the food. Only food
that is certified fit for reissue will be accepted.
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Inventory Record
A monthly inventory must be conducted after the
dinner meal, on the last day of each month. Use
DA Form 3234-R (Figure 14-9, page 14-15) to
record the inventory. Consolidate totals from all
DA Forms 3234-R on DA Form 3234- l-R (Figure
14-10, page 14-16). A signature and verification
date is not required on the monthly inventory, DA
Form 3234-R. The consolidated copy of DA Form
3234-l-R, however, will require signatures. During the fiscal year-end inventory, the disinterested person verifying the inventory must sign
and date the last sheet of DA Form 3234-R (if
more than one sheet is used). Within two working
days after the final reconciliation of the DA Form
3980-R, copies of DA Form 3234-R, DA Form
3234-l-R, and DA Form 3980-R are forwarded to
the responsible FA for review and appropriate
action. The FSS may enter the unit designation in
the remarks section of the DA Form 3234- l-R to
assist the responsible FA in identification. Also,
to assist in the FA’s review, the FSS should
include the inventory value objective computation, shown in AR 30-1, paragraph 7-6, in the
remarks section of the DA Form 3234-l-R.
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